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company profile
interior input is a young innovative Dutch Hotel & Leisure Interior Design
company with a very experienced staff. The company has successfully
proven to combine creative design and excellent interior management skills.
It’s this combination that makes it possible to design hotel interiors with our
clients’ vision in mind and full control of the entire process during realization
From the first scratches to the completion of each project aspects such as
identity, functionality and maintenance are tools that enable

interior input

to create interiors with low-cost solutions and high guest satisfaction rates.
If you have plans to build, refurbish or enhance your existing hotel, please
contact our studio and give us the opportunity to think with you on the
interior design aspects of your plans. We look forward to meeting you and
would like to exchange ideas to achieve a superb and astonishing result.
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our studio
Our company designs hotel interiors based on the concept that each hotel
should have its own unique identity and at the same time reflects the
operator's image, market and location. We are experienced in thinking along
with the completion of modern as well as classical concepts. This flexible
approach makes it possible to design hotel interiors with an operators mind
and with respect towards his guests.
We look at every project as a new challenge! We believe each hotel should
be designed to entertain its guests. The continuously changing demands give
us the energy to develop new concepts and atmospheres for long-term
usage. We like to think we are in touch with reality which makes it possible
to look ahead and design for the future.
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interior project management
Our experience reflects itself in the creation of large scale interior projects
regarding multi-function buildings such as hotels.

interior input is known

for its excellent interior project management skills. The company has
developed a unique budget, specification and cost-monitoring system to
control the entire process from the first scratches to the completion of each
project. With this method

interior input has successfully proven complex

projects can be completed efficiently, within budget and without delay.
All co-ordination-, design- drawing- and specification-activities are done at
the office. Together with the use of the latest drawing- and communication
technologies

interior input guaranties a superb, flexible design and smooth

implementation process.
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management profile
Erik van Groeningen
After having obtained a professional degree in Marketing,
Presentation, design and Advertisement, Erik started his
professional career at a turnkey contractor specialised in
hotel interior design. At this company he worked for various
privately owned hotels and international hotel groups such as S.A.S. and Golden
Tulip.
In 1994 Erik obtained his bachelor degree with honours in Interior Architecture at
the Utrecht Academy of Arts. In the same year he started working for Spies
Architecture where he completed a large number of refurbishments, new-build
hotels and other commercial interior projects. Erik designed for Hotel groups such
as the Bilderberg Group (former Queens Moathouse), Mercure (Wagon Lits)
Holyday Inn and Scandic Crown.
To obtain more international experience Erik left the continent in 1997 and
started working for EAA International in London, Great Britain. As a project
leader he has been responsible for refurbishment projects at the Hilton
International Istanbul (Turkey), Hyatt Belgrade (former Yugoslavia) and the
Carlton Tel Aviv (Israel).

In 2000 Erik started his own company

interior input in the Netherlands. Build-

up knowledge, contacts and satisfied clients enabled him to become a leading
hotel interior design company in the Netherlands with an international touch. His
personal interest in innovative hotel concepts and his capacity to think worldwide
with a developer, an operator, and their guests made it possible to realise
projects with an astonishing outcome. Projects such as the Hilton Royal Parc
Hotel (the Netherlands), Sorat Spree Bogen Berlin (Germany), RoadStation
(under development), Fletcher Hotels Huizen and Soest, Best Western Hotel
Haarhuis Arnhem and numerous privately owned hotels in the Netherlands are
examples of his knowledge, experience and excellent knowhow in designing costefficient hotel interiors with unique identities.
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Contact
by letter:
Postbus 3286
3760 DG Soest
The Netherlands
at the office:
Schoutenkampweg 30
3768 AE Soest
The Netherlands
by phone:
+31 35 609 08 16
+31 6 286 360 58
by e-mail:
studio@interiorinput.nl

Route description
Our office is situated in Soest (25 minutes from Schiphol Airport,
Amsterdam). Please contact our office for a detailed route description. If
required our company will be pleased to provide the necessary travel
arrangements.
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